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Summary
There has been a great deal of interest in whether animals use trait symmetry as a visual
cue to mediate behavioural interactions. In bilaterally symmetric traits, small asymmetries
(termed  uctuating asymmetry) appear due to increased developmental stress and/or genes
for poor developmental homeostasis. Hence, researchers have hypothesized that symmetry
can reveal the developmental history and, perhaps,  tness of an individual and this is why
symmetry preferences have been observed. However, an additional theory suggests that symmetry could be preferred merely because it represents the average expression of bilateral
traits. Animals can learn to respond to signals by generalizing (or averaging) stimulus sets.
As the average expression of a trait showing  uctuating asymmetry is zero asymmetry, theory predicts that animals could develop a symmetry preference as a by-product of learning.
Here, we test this prediction empirically with European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and show
that symmetry preferences can emerge as an outcome of generalized learning processes. Our
results indicate that symmetry does not initially need to be associated with  tness to be an
apparent cue in behavioural interactions and that symmetry preferences observed in nature
could be independent of any putative  tness relationships.

Introduction
Animals, including humans, display preferences for symmetric cues and signals in some (Swaddle & Cuthill, 1994; Møller & Sorci, 1998; Morris &
1)
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Casey, 1998; Rhodes et al., 1998) but not all cases (Swaddle & Witter,
1995; Jablonski & Matyjasiak, 1997; Tomkins & Simmons, 1998; Breuker &
Brake eld, 2001). The most common explanation for a symmetry preference
is that small amounts of ( uctuating) asymmetry (Ludwig, 1932) in bilateral
traits re ect greater developmental stability and, therefore, could be a cue to
increased genotypic (Møller & Pomiankowski, 1993) or phenotypic  tness
(Swaddle, 1997; Santos, 2001; Swaddle, 2003). Fluctuating asymmetry is the
minor form of asymmetry that arises from random developmental accidents
in traits that we would normally describe as being symmetric (Ludwig, 1932;
Van Valen, 1962; Zakharov, 1981). Increasing developmental stress tends to
increase expression of  uctuating asymmetry (Clarke, 1992; Møller & Swaddle, 1997). Hence, it has been suggested that animals may prefer symmetric
mates as symmetry could reveal  tness (Møller & Swaddle, 1997).
As  uctuating asymmetry in bilaterally symmetric traits is diagnosed by
a normal (or leptokurtic) distribution of signed asymmetries (i.e. left minus
right values for a trait) that is centred around zero asymmetry, the average
expression of a trait showing  uctuating asymmetry is symmetric (Palmer,
1994). Some theories of feature learning propose that animals may learn
the characteristics of a set of signals by generalizing the learned set to the
arithmetic mean (e.g. Langlois & Roggman, 1990; Aydin & Pearce, 1994).
In subsequent recognition tasks, animals (including humans) give strongest
responses to stimuli that most closely resemble generalized averages (Kalish
& Guttman, 1957; Blough, 1969; Strauss, 1979; Langlois & Roggman, 1990;
Dill & Heisenberg, 1995; Enquist & Johnstone, 1997; Jansson et al., 2002).
Therefore, animals may develop symmetry preferences in traits that show
 uctuating asymmetry because the arithmetic mean of these cues/signals
is symmetric (Enquist & Arak, 1994; Johnstone, 1994; Swaddle & Cuthill,
1994; Enquist & Johnstone, 1997).
Initial explorations of this prediction are consistent with this view (Jansson et al., 2002). Jansson and colleagues trained chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus) to peck at asymmetric crosses that were either left- or right-biased.
In non-reinforced probe trials, the birds showed preferences for novel symmetric crosses that were the arithmetic mean of the training stimuli. However, these data cannot be exclusively interpreted as support for generalizing
theories as (i) the experimenters used symmetric images in the initial shaping
procedures of the experiment, which could have affected symmetry preferences in the later probe trials; and (ii) the symmetric probe images were
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novel to the birds, whereas the alternative images in probe trials were familiar. Hence, symmetry was confounded with image novelty, and ‘novelty’ is
known to affect preference tests in experimental situations (e.g. Vallortigara
et al., 1994; Jones et al., 1996; Nowicki et al., 2001). Here, we report an
experiment in which we have minimized such effects and tested experimentally whether a common bird, the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), can
develop a symmetry preference as a by-product of learning a set of images
that vary in asymmetry.
Speci cally, we constructed learning trials in which starlings learned to
feed from dishes that displayed (i) left-biased asymmetric images, (ii) rightbiased asymmetric images, or (iii) both left- and right-biased images. We
then examined birds’ preferences in a probe test for novel symmetric and
novel asymmetric images versus control birds that were not trained. If the
birds generalize during the learning part of the experiment, asymmetric
trained birds should display a relative preference for novel asymmetric dishes
(biased in the direction of their learning set), whereas birds trained with both
left- and right-biased images should prefer the novel symmetric dishes. We
hypothesized that starlings will show some degree of stimulus generalization
in test trials and, speci cally, that generalization will lead to symmetry preferences in the birds exposed to both left- and right-biased images in learning
trials.

Methods
We used thirty-four wild-caught adult European starlings of both sexes in this study. Two
birds died of natural causes before the completion of the experiment, and four did not complete the experiment due to unresponsiveness in the experimental arena. Therefore, twentyeight birds completed the experiment. The birds were housed in small groups (three or less)
in cages (90 40 40 cm) with perches and drinking water on a 8 : 16 hour light : dark photoperiod so that birds did not undergo gonadal hypertrophy or moult (Dawson & Goldsmith,
1983). The starlings had ad libitum access to chick crumbs, except on experimental days (four
or  ve days per week) when food was removed during the previous night.
Experimental trials began one to two hours after ‘dawn’ (i.e. when the lights turned on in
the animal rooms). The experiment was conducted in a room (approximately 4 3 3 m)
where we marked on the  oor a 1 m2 grid with 100 equally spaced locations. 1.5 m tall
perches were placed at opposite corners just outside the grid so birds could easily view the
grid from above. We placed twenty clear petri dishes at randomly selected locations on the
grid for each trial. Each dish contained a small compartment into which we placed the same
amount of food (approximately 0.4 g). The compartment was constructed so that food did not
spill into the rest of the dish and obscure the image in any way. For ten dishes, we placed chick
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Fig. 1. Examples of the bar patterns used in learning and test trials. Birds were trained with
7.5% and 2.5% asymmetric images as S (positive reinforcement), versus dot images as S
(negative reinforcement). 5% asymmetric and symmetric images were used in test trials. See
Methods for details of treatment groups.
food that had been sprayed with a 30% quinine hydroxide solution and then dried. This food
is distasteful to this birds but not harmful (Forsman & Merilaita, 1999). In the remaining
ten dishes we placed chick food that had been sprayed with distilled water and then dried
(control food). By placing different categories of printed stimulus images under the ‘control’
versus the ‘quinine’ dishes we associated positive (S ) and negative (S ) reinforcement,
respectively, with different image categories.
The S stimuli were monochromatic, paired-bar patterns (dark bars on a light background). There were four sets of patterns: 2.5% left-biased (in which the left bar was 2.5%
taller than the right), 2.5% right-biased, 7.5% left-biased, and 7.5% right-biased. All four sets
had the same overall mean bar size. However, within each of the four sets there was variation
in bar sizes to give ten distinct bar patterns (i.e. there were ten representations of 2.5% leftbiased, ten 2.5% right-biased, ten 7.5% left-biased,and ten 7.5% right-biased patterns). From
previous experiments, we know that starlings categorize such patterns as asymmetric and can
discriminate 2.5% asymmetry from 7.5% asymmetry (Swaddle, 1999). S stimuli were a set
of 20 asymmetric random dot patterns (20-36 dark dots on a light background). All images
were printed at 1200 dpi on white letter paper (approx. 5 2:5 cm) and laminated (Fig. 1).
The starlings were randomly allocated to four groups for learning trials (N
7 in each
group). (1) Left birds were trained to peck at  ve 2.5% and  ve 7.5% left-biased S images
versus ten S images. (2) Right birds were trained to peck at  ve 2.5% and  ve 7.5% rightbiased images versus ten S images. (3) Both birds were trained to peck at two (or three) 2.5%
left- and three (or two) 2.5% right-biased images and two (or three) 7.5% left- and three (or
two) 7.5% right-biased S images versus ten S images. (4) Control birds did not receive
any learning trials but were tested for spontaneous symmetry preferences in non-reinforced
test trials (described below). For all learning treatment groups (i.e. groups 1, 2, and 3), images
were randomly selected from the larger stimulus set for each trial.
A learning trial consisted of placing the appropriate images under the twenty dishes and
releasing the bird into the room. We recorded activity with a digital video camera. For each
trial, we noted the location of each dish from which the starling fed. We ignored exploratory
pecking when food did not enter the mouth. Repeated visits to a particular dish were recorded
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as separate preferences as long as there was an intervening search or a departure from the grid
and there was food left in the compartment of the dish. In the vast majority of cases, starlings
did not consume all of the food in a dish before searching for another dish. This procedure
maintained a constant probability of visitation for each type of image (S or S ) (cf. Osorio
et al., 1999). Trials lasted 40 minutes or until the bird had eaten from eight dishes. Birds were
trained and tested in blocks of four, one at a time and in random order. From these data, we
calculated the percentage of feeding visits to S dishes (i.e. those with the bar images) by
each bird in each trial.
Each bird from groups 1, 2, and 3 was tested after completing three consecutive learning
trials with a 75% (or greater) selection of S dishes. On average ( SEM), this took 8.71
( 0.85) trials and all birds satis ed the learning criteria by trial 16. Control birds were
tested without any learning trials. Testing trials were similar to learning trials except that test
trials employed (palatable) control food exclusively, and birds were exposed to novel sets of
images. These images had the same properties as S learning stimuli, except they differed in
their extent of bar asymmetry. (1) Left birds experienced ten 5% asymmetric left-biased bar
patterns and ten symmetric bar patterns. (2) Right birds experienced ten 5% asymmetric rightbiased bar patterns and ten symmetric bar patterns. (3) Both and Control birds experienced
 ve 5% asymmetric left-biased,  ve 5% asymmetric right-biased, and ten symmetric bar
patterns. We recorded data identical to that recorded during the learning trials, noting the
percentage of feeding visits to symmetrical images out of the eight dishes selected. Hence,
we tested for bird’s preferences for novel images that either  t or did not  t the arithmetic
mean of learning images. Only in the Both treatment is the arithmetic mean symmetric. We
also tested for spontaneous symmetry/asymmetry preferences in Control birds.
All birds were retained in captivity following this study for future experiments. Our
protocol is in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act and was approved by our Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee #0126. All statistical analyses employed two-tailed tests of
signi cance using SPSS 11.5 for Windows. We examined the residuals from all analyses to
ensure that our data met the assumption of normality for parametric tests, and the assumption
of homogeneity of variance for ANOVA.

Results
Test of stimulus generalization
For the birds who experienced learning trials (i.e. birds from groups 1, 2 and
3), birds were signi cantly more likely than chance to visit and feed from
dishes displaying images that were the average of their learning set (onesample t-test against prediction of random (0.5) feeding visits to average
of learning images, t20
2:49, two-tailed p
0:022; mean ( SEM)
frequency of feeding visits to average dishes 0.570 ( 0.028)). Therefore,
in general, there is support for the birds generalizing their stimulus sets
from the learning trials. Moreover, there was no signi cant difference in
the extent of this generalization effect among treatment groups (one-way
ANOVA: F2;18 2:16, p 0:145).
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Fig. 2. Mean ( SEM) proportion of feeding visits to symmetric images in test trials across
the three treatment groups. Left birds (trained on left-biased bars) represented by black bar,
Right birds (trained on right-biased bars) represented by hollow bar, Both birds (trained
on both left- and right-biased bars) represented by striped bar, Control birds (not trained)
represented by the stippled bar. Both birds were more likely to visit and feed from dishes
displaying symmetric images than the other groups. 0.5 indicates random visits to either
symmetric or asymmetric dishes.

Test of symmetry preferences
As predicted, we found a signi cant difference among all treatment groups in
feeding visits to symmetric versus asymmetric images in test trials (one-way
ANOVA: F3;27
3:897, two-tailed p
0:021; Fig. 2). A priori contrasts
revealed that Both birds were more likely to feed from dishes in test trials
containing symmetric images than Left and Right birds combined (p
0:005), and more likely to feed from symmetric dishes than Control birds
(p 0:041). However, Left and Right birds were not more likely to eat from
asymmetric dishes than Control birds (p 0:329) even though Control birds
did not show a spontaneous preference for either symmetry or asymmetry in
their test trials (one-sample t-test against prediction of random (0.5) feeding
visits to symmetric test images, t6 0:578, two-tailed p 0:585).

Discussion
Our results are consistent with the explanation that starlings engage in a
learning process that leads to stimulus generalization and, in test trials, birds
subsequently prefer test images that are closer to the arithmetic mean of
the learning set. Speci cally, our study provides some empirical support for
theoretical arguments that symmetry preferences can arise as a by-product
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of cognitive processes, as the arithmetic mean of traits showing  uctuating asymmetry is zero asymmetry (Enquist & Arak, 1994; Johnstone, 1994;
Swaddle & Cuthill, 1994; Enquist & Johnstone, 1997). Untrained birds did
not have a preference for symmetry, as is consistent with previous data from
starlings (Swaddle, 1999; Swaddle & Pruett-Jones, 2001; Swaddle & Ruff,
2004), yet birds trained to detect a set of asymmetric images that were not
side-biased developed a symmetry preference. This result suggests a mechanism by which symmetry preferences can initially arise in a population independent of a putative relationship between asymmetry and genotypic (Møller
& Pomiankowski, 1993) or phenotypic  tness (Swaddle, 1997, 2003; Santos, 2001). Once sexual selection has acted upon this bias for symmetry,
it is likely that an asymmetry- tness relationship would evolve (Kokko et
al., 2002, 2003). However, in the initial stages of this process, a symmetry
preference can be established in a population without a relationship between
asymmetry and  tness. Therefore, a symmetry preference need not be indicative of a current asymmetry- tness relationship.
A curious pattern in our data is that birds in the Left and Right treatments
did not prefer the asymmetric images in test trials, as would be predicted by
stimulus generalization, though the weak trend was in the correct direction.
However, it is important to note that our  nding of symmetry preferences
in Both birds does not exclude the possibility that other cognitive mechanisms also in uence signal preferences. It is clear that birds can learn image
differences based on recognition of individual images (Pearce, 1989) and
that recognition of individual images may affect successful categorization of
symmetric images by starlings (Swaddle & Pruett-Jones, 2001). We predict
that when signals have low variability individual image recognition should be
more prevalent, as there are fewer signal images to store and recall. As Both
birds viewed a greater variance in their learning stimuli (i.e. both left- and
right-biased images as opposed to just one of these categories), we hypothesize that they should be more likely to use stimulus generalization mechanisms in learning their set of stimuli. Left and Right birds may (relative
to Both birds) rely more on individual image recognition mechanisms and,
hence, show a weaker  t with generalization predictions. This hypothesis
could be tested in subsequent experiments. It is interesting to note that the
Both treatment more accurately represents the distributions of asymmetries
a birds would experience in nature — a bird would not normally experience population side-biased asymmetries when viewing bilaterally symmetric traits.
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In a similar manner that systematic studies of pre-existing sensory biases
have affected how we study and interpret sexual signals (Endler & Basolo,
1998), the data from our study, combined with similar  ndings in chickens
(Jansson et al., 2002), indicate that we need to review our interpretation of
 uctuating asymmetry cues. It could be that some of the symmetry preferences reported in the literature originate from general cognitive by-products
of learning. If this hypothesis is true, we would expect to see symmetry
preferences in nature without an apparent asymmetry- tness relationship (if
sexual selection has not had suf cient time to drive a correlation between
asymmetry and  tness). Interestingly, for the two (nonhuman) species we
are aware of in which there is unequivocal evidence of symmetry preferences among conspeci cs (zebra  nches Taeniopygia guttata and swordtail
 sh Xiphophorus cortezi) neither have reported a relationship between natural levels of asymmetry and  tness parameters (Swaddle & Cuthill, 1994;
Morris & Casey, 1998). For the zebra  nch, in a series of unpublished observational studies, we have not found any evidence of the predicted negative
relationship between feather asymmetry and  tness metrics (J.P. Swaddle,
unpubl. data). Therefore, our current data suggest that symmetry preferences
can result from a by-product of learning mechanisms and that documentation of a symmetry preference is not necessarily indicative of an asymmetry tness relationship.
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